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While the global vehicle sales market is projected 
to increase annually by over 2.5% between 2019 and 
2025 from slightly below 100 million vehicles per 
year to approximately 115 million vehicles per year, 
the global automotive interior market will grow with 
almost twice the pace at 5,03%. This development 
is foremost driven by increased vehicle production, 
adoption of complex interior features and material 
innovations, strong demand for comfort and luxury 
as well as novel infotainment, HMI and interior 
lightning systems. However, the automotive interior 

The global automotive interior industry consists of seven 
major components. By looking at the prospected growth 
until 2025, one component clearly stands out – interior 
lighting – almost doubling its market share. Speaking to in-
dustry experts, conducting secondary market research, and 
relying on EFS’ over 25 years industry expertise, three key 
drivers for this development are identified: Individualisati-
on, LEDs and automotive market growth in the Asian Pacific 
markets. Interior lighting plays a pivotal part in   customized 
vehicle interiors – Mercedes Benz’ E-class offers more than  

The interior lighting segment is only one element of the 
fast-changing automotive interior market which is driven 
by other trends such as vehicle electrification, connecti-
vity, autonomous driving or sustainability, translating into 
novel technological, socio-economical and industrial mar-
ket solutions. EFS investigated all key drivers and their in-
dividual impact on the future of vehicle interiors in detail.  
New urban mobility concepts for instance, fuel the demand 
for easy cleanable, antiseptic, odorless materials just as 
advancements in autonomous driving will leverage the 
redefinition of interior spaces.

200 light colours for their customers. LEDs are three times 
more expensive than the prior used light bulbs which sub-
stantially contributes to the uprise of the interior lighting 
industry revenue. The expansion of the Asian automotive 
market – 80% of the global vehicle sales growth until 2025 
will take place in the Asia-Pacific region – is the major third 
major driver, since interior and ambient lighting plays a cri-
tical role in the purchase decision process of Asian custo-
mers compared to European and American clients.

AUTOMOTIVE INTERIOR MARKET – TRENDS AND OUTLOOK 2025

market will not only substantially grow, but more 
importantly vehicle interior will evolve to be among 
the top buying criteria for customers by 2025, as 
interior is already one key distinguishing factor 
between standard and premium cars. EFS Consulting 
conducted an automotive interior market study to 
analyse the roots and causes of these developments 
and identified the key drivers for the dynamic market 
changes to derive challenges and opportunities for 
the involved industry players.

INTERIOR SEGMENTS

The investigation of the competitive landscape of the glo-
bal automotive interior market including an analysis of the 
financial data of all key players show highly competitive, 
fragmented market dynamics without clearly dominant in-
dustry players. However, fierce price rivalries, considerably 
low profit margins and high economies of scale urge the 
market towards consolidation. The derived strategic oppor-
tunities for the involved interior market players prove opti-
ons from vertical integration to establishing joint ventures 
or forming strong customer and collaboration partnerships. 
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KEY FINDINGS

→  Interior market develops stronger than global vehicle sales owing to in-vehicle focus

→  Market drivers fuel product innovations and challenge supplier capabilities 

→  Interior market characterized by high customer power and fierce competition

→  Market segmentation shows few big and multiple medium- to small size suppliers 

→  Top 20 market player revenue increases, profitability decreases slightly

→  Market is dominated by dynamic M&A, industry trend points towards consolidation

→  Market dynamics indicate different strategic positioning opportunities for OEMs


